
 

 

ASX ANNOUNCEMENT 

PRESENTATION – FMB CONFERENCE BEIJING, CHINA 

17TH March 2010 

 

Please see the attached ASX Announcement relating to the Krucible presentation given at the 
2010 FMB Fertiliser Conference held in Beijing, China from the 10th – 12th March.   

Krucible Director Ray Koenig, who is a Senior Metallurgist with extensive experience in project 
development; attended this Conference.  Ray is an AusIMM Chartered Professional and a 
Fellow of the AusIMM and is the Project Manager for the Krucible PHM South Phosphate 
(Korella) Project located near the Phosphate Hill Mine in North West Queensland.   

 

Attached:  Beijing Presentation March 2010 

 

Tony Alston 
Managing Director 
Krucible Metals Ltd.    Further Information:  Mr Tony Alston 

    Phone (07) 4772 5880 
 

WEB SITE:  www.kruciblemetals.com.au 

Information of a scientific or technical nature in this report was prepared under the supervision of A.J. Tony Alston, CEO and 
Chief Geologist of Krucible, who is a member of the Australian Institute Geoscientists and the Australian Institute of Mining and 
Metallurgy.  Mr Alston has sufficient experience, which is relevant to the style of mineralisation and type of deposit under 
consideration, and to the activity he is undertaking, to qualify as a “competent person” as defined in the 2004 edition of the 
“Australasian Code of Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves”.  Mr Alston has reviewed and 
approved Krucible’s quality assurance program, quality control measures, the geology, samples collection and testing 
procedures the basis for information contained in this report.  For further information regarding the PHM South (Korella) 
deposit, including a description of in respect of the PHM South (Korella) deposit please refer to reports and releases to the 
Australian Stock Exchange over the last 18 months together with the Company’s website at www.kruciblemetals.com.au 

This report contains forward-looking statements.  These forward-looking statements reflect management’s current beliefs 
based on information currently available to management and are based on what management believes to be reasonable 
assumptions.  A number of factors could cause actual results, or expectations to differ materially from the results expressed or 
implied in the forward looking statements. 

Mr Alston consents to the inclusion in this report of the matters based on his information in the form and context in which it 
appears. 
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This presentation is an overview of the Company prepared with good intention.  It is not a 
prospectus and offers no securities for subscription or sale in any jurisdiction, nor a 
securities recommendation.
All information necessary for investment decisions is not contained herein and investors are 
encouraged to conduct their own research of Krucible Metals Ltd in conjunction with legal, 
tax, business and financial consultation.
Krucible Metals Ltd, its directors, officers, employees and agents disclaim liability for any 
loss or damage suffered by reliance on information contained in this report when making 
investment decisions.  In addition, no express or implied representation or warranty is given 
in relation to the completeness and sufficiency of the information, opinions or beliefs 
contained in this document or any other written or oral information made or to be made 
available to any interested party or its advisors.
This presentation may refer to the intention of Krucible Metals Ltd but it does in no way 
intend to forecast forward looking statements or future matters for the purposes of the 
Corporations Act or any other law.  Future events are subject to risks and uncertainties, and 
as such results, performance and achievements may in fact differ from those referred to in 
this presentation.
No liability is accepted for any loss, cost or damage suffered or incurred by the reliance on 
the sufficiency or completeness of the information, opinions or beliefs contained forthwith.
Research, evaluation and analysis of the business, data and property are encouraged 
before making financial investments.  Any estimates, projections or opinions contained 
herein may involve subjective judgement, analysis and interpretation, and satisfaction of 
ones owns decisions should be undertaken.
This report contains forward-looking statements.  These forward-looking statements reflect 
management’s current beliefs based on information currently available to management and 
are based on what management believes to be reasonable assumptions.  A number of 
factors could cause actual results, or expectations to differ materially from the results 
expressed or implied in the forward looking statements.
Information of a scientific or technical nature in this report was prepared under the 
supervision of A.J. Tony Alston, CEO and Chief Geologist of Krucible, who is a member of 
the Australian Institute Geoscientists and the Australian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy.  
Mr Alston has sufficient experience, which is relevant to the style of mineralisation and type 
of deposit under consideration, and to the activity he is undertaking, to qualify as a 
“competent person” as defined in the 2004 edition of the “Australasian Code of Reporting of 
Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves”.  Mr Alston has reviewed and 
approved Krucible’s quality assurance program, quality control measures, the geology, 
samples collection and testing procedures the basis for information contained in this report.  
For further information regarding the PHM South deposit, including a description of in 
respect of the PHM South deposit please refer to reports and releases to the Australian 
Stock Exchange over the last 18 months together with the Company’s website at 
www.kruciblemetals.com.au

Mr Alston consents to the inclusion in this report of the matters based on his information in 
the form and context in which it appears.

DISCLAIMER
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KRUCIBLE  METALS - COMPANY BACKGROUND

Listed on the Australian stockmarket in November 2007 as 
a mineral exploration company and raised A$6 million

Currently has approximately 62 million shares issued 
priced at A$0.39 per share 

Currently has cash reserves of A$4.7 million

Current market cap approx. $24 million

Top 20 shareholders hold approximately 60% of the 
shares.  

In 2008, Krucible discovered a high grade phosphate deposit 
adjacent to Australia’s only operating phosphate mine in North 
West Queensland



KRUCIBLE AIMS / OBJECTIVES / ACHIEVEMENTS

Krucible aims to become a significant player in the 
Phosphate Industry in Australia

Objective is to establish a mining operation for phosphate 
near the Phosphate Hill Mine (Incitec Pivot) south of 
Mount Isa and…

Scoping study on the PHM South Phosphate project 
indicates a viable project with capital expenditure of 
around A$42 million expected

Krucible has achieved several milestones to date in 
outlining a phosphate resource at PHM South and 
discovering new Copper / Gold outcrop at Toomba in the 
Diamantina



Marcus Harris (Chairman, Geologist)

Tony Alston (Managing Director, Geologist)

Dennis Lovell (Secretary and Financial / Director)

Ray Koenig (Director, Metallurgist) (Project Manager for PHM 
South Phosphate Project)

KRUCIBLE CORPORATE

The Directors form an experienced and successful team 
and own approximately 15% of the company.

Current ASX  
Index and KRB 
pricing



Predicted Rising Demand for Fertilisers due to:

 increasing world population
 decreasing arable land / increasing urbanisation
 bio fuel production
 decreasing availability of phosphate for markets

Markets peaked in 2008 and declined in 2009 but are 
predicted to improved from 2011 onwards

Phosphate market prices dictated by confidential 
contracts, grade, quality and geographic location –
VARIABLE PRICES

Increasing demand (especially in western world)
for high grade (32% P2O5) and pure phosphate for direct 
agriculture spread (long life, slow release, no chemical 
contamination)

PHOSPHATE FACTORS / MARKETS



Sale initially of 600,000 tpa of 32% P2O5 rock phosphate
- approximately 60% through port of Townsville to 
overseas markets

China, India and New Zealand are target markets 
overseas.

Domestic markets in Australia being investigated to 
replace imported rock phosphate (high in Cadmium) 

Initial Development of PHM South and then moving into 
other phosphate resources in the area using the 
developed infrastructure

Potential to service new organic fertilizer markets because 
of the low cadmium content <3ppm Cd.

Realistic timetable to be in production and exporting by the 
end of 2011.

Krucible Overseas and Domestic 
Marketing Objectives



KRUCIBLE ‘S PHOSPHATE EXPLORATION TENEMENTS



Phosphate Occurrences in the 
Georgina Basin – map shows a 

number of occurrences but 
Krucible’s phosphate is next to 

infrastructure



Google Earth Imagery
Showing Drill Holes

in relation to PHM Pits

PHM South Drill Intersections
(20% P2O5 cutoff)

R.C. Percussion

08CBRC14 – 7 metres @ 29.73% P2O5 from 74m
08CBRC20 – 4 metres @ 31.90% P2O5 from 6m (EOH)
08CBRC46 – 9 metres @ 32.25% P2O5 from 69m

09CBRC66 – 9 metres @ 30.70% P2O5 from 61m
09CBRC68 – 6 metres @ 31.90% P2O5 from 39m 
09CBRC69 – 8 metres @ 32.00% P2O5 from 68m

Diamond Core

09CBPD03 – 7.75 metres @ 29.27% P2O5 from 75.65m
09CBPD04 – 7.10 metres @ 34.00% P2O5 from 69.70m
09CBPD05 – 7.40 metres @ 29.79% P2O5 from 39.30m

Cross Section



Access to rail transport



PHOTOGRAPH OF THE SITE LANDSCAPE DURING DRILLING



Diamond drilling PHM South

“High grade drill core from 09CBPD04; the
intervals from 69.7 - 73.8 metres averages 4.1m@ 36.0% P2O5”



LOWER 
CUT-OFF TONNAGE & GRADE

R2O3 % SiO2        

%
CaO / P2O5

(% P2O5) (Al2O3 + Fe2O3)

10% 19.3 million tonnes @ 19.0% P2O5 4.6 45.4 1.32

20% 8.3 million tonnes @ 27.3% P2O5 3.56 26.2 1.39

25% 5.0 million tonnes @ 30.8% P2O5 3.0 16.7 1.37

CORELLA BORE EPM 15572 / PHM SOUTH PHOSPHATE 
DEPOSIT

NB: Total expenditure to date on Corella Bore EPM is $1.2 million

RESOURCE UPDATE: 4th September 2009 (POLYGONAL METHOD)



CHARACTERISTICS & ADVANTAGES OF
KRUCIBLE PHOSPHATE RESOURCES

PHM South is close to EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE
such as:
• mines
• railway lines
• sealed roads

The Inferred Resource at PHM South
(5km south of Phosphate Hill Mine)
contains high grade (≃32% P2O5)

The above Resource is of high purity (pelletal phosphate) 
with very low heavy metal content (Cadmium etc) and 
MAY BE a premium product to the market

Rail transport 1000km to the Port of Townsville where 
Panamax size vessels can be loaded at 2,000 tph

Krucible will have the advantage of being able to stockpile 
LOW GRADE (≃23%) MEDIUM GRADE (≃27%) and 
HIGH GRADE (≃32%) Phosphate rock for sale to various 
markets in Australia and overseas

• electricity grid
• gas pipeline
• airstrips



Townsville Port – Panamax Ship Size Capability

Sugar 
Terminal



CONCEPT TIMETABLE FOR THE PROJECT

Qtr 1 
2010

Qtr 2 
2010

Qtr 3 
2010

Qtr 4 
2010

Qtr 1 
2011

Qtr 2 
2011

Qtr 3 
2011

Qtr 4 
2011

ENVIRONMENTAL 
STUDIES

NATIVE TITLE 
NEGOTIATIONS

MLA -TRIAL MINING

CUSTOMER TRIALS

PRE-FEASIBILITY STUDY

FEASIBILITY STUDY

MLA - FULL SCALE MINE

PLANT DESIGN & 
CONSTRUCTION

MINE AND PLANT 
START-UP



WHAT NEXT FOR KRUCIBLE
AT PHM SOUTH?

Continue Environmental Studies to complete the EIS and 
negotiate a Native Title agreement – (commenced Dec 09)

Application for Mining Lease in progress

Completing Scoping Study

Progress Marketing and Secure Potential Customers

Bulk sampling later this year

Commence Pre-feasibility Study to determine likely costs, 
revenues and scope of operations

Examine funding options for development



Krucible Metals Ltd

Contact Details:

ray.koenig@krucible metals.com.au
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